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Abstract—Wide models such as generalized linear models and factorization-based models have been extensively used in various predictive applications, e.g., recommendation, CTR prediction, and image recognition. Due to the memory bounded property of the models, the performance improvement on GPU is reaching the limitation. GPU is known to have many computation units and high memory bandwidth, and becomes a promising platform for training machine learning models. However, the GPU training for the wide models is far from optimal due to the sparsity and irregularity in wide models. The existing GPU-based wide models are even slower than the ones using CPU. The classical training schema of the wide models does not optimized for the GPU architecture, which suffers from large amount of random memory accesses and redundant read/write of intermediate values. In this paper, we propose an efficient GPU-training framework for the large-scale wide models, named cuWide. To fully benefit from the memory hierarchy of GPU, cuWide applies a new flow-based schema for training, which leverages the spatial and temporal locality of wide models to drastically reduce the amount of communication with GPU global memory. To do so, we adopt a bigraph computation model to efficiently realize the flow-based schema and exploit three flexible interfaces for programming. Further, we use the 2D partition of mini-batch (in sample and feature dimensions) with proposed graph abstraction to optimize GPU memory access for sparse data, and apply several spatial-temporal caching mechanisms (importance-based model caching and cross-stage accumulation caching mechanisms) to achieve a high performance kernel. To efficiently implement cuWide, we also propose several GPU-oriented optimizations, including feature-oriented data layout to enhance the data locality, replication mechanism to reduce update conflicts in shared memory, and multi-stream scheduling to overlap data transferring and kernel computing. We show that cuWide can be up to more than 20 \times faster than the state-of-the-art GPU solutions and multi-core CPU solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wide model was first proposed in [1] and has been widely used in many practical big data applications. To describe such model more precisely, we describe its typical setup that the input data is a sparse matrix in $\mathbb{R}^{N \times d}$ and the goal is to find a dense vector $w \in \mathbb{R}^d$ that minimizes some (convex) loss function. Here, $N$ is the number of samples and $d$ is the feature dimension. For example, generalized linear model (GLM) class [2], [3], [4] including logistic regression (LR), linear SVM (LSVM), least square regression (LSR) and follow the regularized leader (FTRL) [5] are typical wide models, which can be expressed as a linear combination of sample features followed by an activation function. Since wide models [1], [6], [7] can learn an objective from a wide set of features, they have been applied among many industrial applications like recommender systems [1], click-through-rate prediction [8], [9], and image recognition [10]. Given that increases in model update latencies leads to losses in revenue or accuracy, these applications demand fast model training.

Due to such importance, a significant of computation libraries or systems has been conducted to efficiently implement wide models for multi-core CPU. For example, DIMM-Witted [11] is a state-of-the-art wide model implementation on multi-core CPU systems. However, the performance of existing wide models are still not satisfying. In general, the wide models are memory bounded, and the model training is limited by the memory bandwidth. Emerging hardware (e.g., GPU, TP, ASIC) with more resources are becoming more and more attractive for big data applications. In this paper, we focus on GPU, which provides much higher memory bandwidth than today’s CPU architectures. Compared to DRAM, a single GPU’s device memory provides $2 – 4 \times$ more bandwidth for random access and $10 – 20 \times$ more bandwidth for sequential access. In addition, GPU shared memory provides $20 – 50 \times$ more bandwidth for sequential access and $200 – 600 \times$ more bandwidth for random access. However, efficient utilization of GPU is challenging because of the (1) low computation-to-communication ratio, and (2) irregular memory access patterns of wide models. As a result, the parallel speedup of these applications is severely limited by the memory bandwidth. Emerging hardware (e.g., GPU, TP, ASIC) with more resources are becoming more and more attractive for big data applications. In this paper, we focus on GPU, which provides much higher memory bandwidth than today’s CPU architectures. Compared to DRAM, a single GPU’s device memory provides $2 – 4 \times$ more bandwidth for random access and $10 – 20 \times$ more bandwidth for sequential access. In addition, GPU shared memory provides $20 – 50 \times$ more bandwidth for sequential access and $200 – 600 \times$ more bandwidth for random access. However, efficient utilization of GPU is challenging because of the (1) low computation-to-communication ratio, and (2) irregular memory access patterns of wide models. As a result, the parallel speedup of these applications is severely limited by the memory bandwidth. Emerging hardware (e.g., GPU, TP, ASIC) with more resources are becoming more and more attractive for big data applications. In this paper, we focus on GPU, which provides much higher memory bandwidth than today’s CPU architectures. Compared to DRAM, a single GPU’s device memory provides $2 – 4 \times$ more bandwidth for random access and $10 – 20 \times$ more bandwidth for sequential access. In addition, GPU shared memory provides $20 – 50 \times$ more bandwidth for sequential access and $200 – 600 \times$ more bandwidth for random access. However, efficient utilization of GPU is challenging because of the (1) low computation-to-communication ratio, and (2) irregular memory access patterns of wide models. As a result, the parallel speedup of these applications is severely limited by the memory bandwidth.
limited by the random nature of their memory access patterns, a fundamental property of wide models.

Recent general GPU accelerated machine learning frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow [12], PyTorch [13]) allow to implement wide models on GPU by expressing the computation as operations on tensors. We observe that although such an implementation exhibits several attractive features in programming and flexibility, it has potential efficiency limitations due to inefficient memory accesses, both quantitatively as well as qualitatively. First, we note that the access frequency distribution of feature (and thus parameter) is often approximate to the power-law distribution [14], [15], such skewed access pattern providing optimization opportunities of leveraging GPU memory hierarchy. However, learning frameworks completely loses such access pattern with the primitive of tensor abstractions. We also observe that the tensor operations have to write many intermediate data (such as the partial sums, predictions, loss and partial gradients) during the forward stage and read them back again in the backward stage, which increases the number of reads and writes on the global memory. To accelerate the model training, the shared memory is a better option for temporally storing the intermediate data. However with the tensor abstraction, the obstacle of doing so is that the capacity of shared memory is small, while the size of gradients can be very large since it is proportional to the number of features. For example, NVIDIA Pascal GPU only has 96 KB per streaming multiprocessor (SM). But the number of features can easily exceed millions, which incurs more than 1 MB memory.

Our premise is that by changing the focus of computation from a single tensor to a cacheable data partition (e.g., chunks), we can effectively exploit fine-grained data access pattern of wide models to leverage GPU memory hierarchy, through carefully partitioning and scheduling data (and model) onto the GPU shared memory. Based on these insights, we propose an efficient GPU training framework for the wide models, named cuWide. CuWide applies mini-batch SGD algorithm to train the models, and each mini-batch is processed by the GPU. To fully exploit the advantages of the memory hierarchy of GPU, we design a new training schema, called flow-based schema, for the wide models. In this schema, a mini-batch on GPU is further divided into small chunks, and each chunk is computed by the feature aggregation, which computes the sum of the weighted feature for each sample in the forward phase and pushes the computation of gradients into the backward phase. The feature aggregation guarantees the size of intermediate data between the two phases is small enough to be stored in shared memory. To harness the characteristics of training data, cuWide mainly uses two optimization techniques to achieve a high-performance training: 1) Importance caching aims at decreasing the number of random global memory access when updating model parameters; 2) Cross-stage accumulation caching aims at removing a large amount of global memory accesses of intermediate data during forward-backward stages.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

**New Flow-Based Training Schema on Bigraph.** To realize the flow-based schema on the top of GPU, we introduce a bigraph computation model, where a mini-batch is represented by a bigraph. In the bigraph, samples are represented by sample nodes, features are represented by feature nodes, and the edges indicate the relationship between features and samples. Furthermore, the flow-based schema on bigraph provides a vertex-centric programming model Aggregate-Loss-Apply (ALA) to express the execution of various wide models over a bi-graph. From this graph view, cuWide could derive a cache-efficient partition and scheduling scheme that removes the large amount of random memory access from the global memory to the on-chip memory, resulting in optimized memory performance. Specifically, cuWide generates chunks using the 2D partition of mini-batch in sample and parameter dimensions. The size of chunk is selected in such a way that it can be accommodated in GPU shared memory. Each processing unit (e.g., SMs inside a GPU) streams the chunk of given samples on shared memory.

**Fine-Grained Spatial-Temporal Caching Mechanisms.** To achieve efficient GPU training of cuWide, we carefully investigate the temporal locality of memory access in wide models, and propose two optimization techniques. 1) According to the empirical study, the sparse training data has a skew feature distribution, thus incurring nonuniform global memory access when updating model parameters. The important features with high frequency have more chance to be concurrently updated, which makes parallel computation degenerate into serial computation. By making the trade-off between global memory and shared memory, we design importance cache to improve the efficiency of model update. The importance cache selects a subset of important features on basis of a cost model. 2) Through refactoring the training into Aggregate, Loss and Apply stages, we observe that gradients and predictions of wide models can be formulated as functions on certain intermediate scalars, denoted by Accums, which can be aggregated from input features and model parameters. Such temporal locality of Accum data across stages implies that we can reduce the global memory access for writing/reading intermediate data by caching aggregated feature in shared memory. In the light of this, we present a cross-stage accumulation caching mechanism that could perform the computation across stages in the shared memory and thus removing a large amount of global memory accesses of intermediated data.

**Efficient System Implementation.** We carefully implement the prototype of cuWide based on aforementioned technique contributions. To efficiently implement the system, we also propose several GPU-oriented optimizations, including feature-oriented data layout to enhance the data locality, and multi-stream scheduling to overlap data transferring and kernel computing. We conducted comprehensive experiments on four real-world data sets. The experimental results demonstrate that cuWide can be at least 22× faster than the state-of-the-art GPU solution Tensorflow, 18-50× faster than the state-of-the-art multi-core CPU solution DIMM Witted.

## 2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first briefly introduce two wide models, i.e., GLM and FM. Then we review the training algorithm, mini-batch SGD. Finally, we describe the characteristics of GPU architecture.
2.1 Wide Model

Wide model has been successfully applied in many recommender systems (e.g., Google [1]). For large-scale online recommendation and ranking systems in an industrial setting, GLMs (e.g., LR, LSVM, LSR and FTRL [5]) are widely used because they are simple, scalable and interpretable. The concept of *wide model* is a substitute for linear model consisting of the multiplication operation of a sparse tensor and a dense vector. Formally defined as: \( \hat{y}(x) = wx \), where \( w \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the model parameters, \( x \) is the \( m \)-dimensional feature vector and \( \hat{y} \) is the prediction. The loss function of a given wide model can be formulated as: \( L(w) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - wx_i)^2 \). The goal of wide model is to minimize the loss function and find \( w = \arg\min_w L(w) \). Table 1 lists the loss functions of some classical wide model examples.

Based on the computation pattern definition, we further generalize the wide model with factorized models (FM) [16]. FM generalizes to previously unseen feature interactions by learning a low-dimensional latent embedding vector for each feature, with less burden of feature engineering. The equation for a FM can be defined as

\[
\hat{y}(x) = wx + \sum_{p=1}^{m} \sum_{q=p+1}^{m} (v_p, v_q) x_p x_q,
\]

where \( m \) is the feature dimension, \( w \in \mathbb{R}^m \) are the feature weights, and \( v_p, v_q \in \mathbb{R}^k \) are hidden vectors describing the variables \( x_p \) and \( x_q \) with \( k \) factors. After the reformulation in [16], it can also be formulated as the weighted summation when the latent dimension \( k \) is low (see details in Section 3.2). In consequence, we choose GLMs and FM (with a low latent dimension \( k \)) as two representative instances of wide models.

2.2 Mini-Batch Stochastic Gradient Descent

Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is a popular optimization method in machine learning. It makes a balance between convergence speed and accuracy degradation compared to the standard SGD and can be implemented on parallel architectures easily. Algorithm 1 illustrates the classical procedure of mini-batch SGD. Each iteration of the mini-batch SGD (Lines 5-11) consists of the forward stage (Lines 6-8) and the backward stage (Lines 9-11). In the forward stage, the algorithm computes loss and gradient; Then it updates the model with the gradient in the backward stage.

### Algorithm 1. Mini-Batch SGD Algorithm

**Input:** Data Set: \( S \), Batch Size: \( n \), Epochs: \( E \)

1: Initialize model parameters \( w^{(0)} \);
2: Shuffle the data set;
3: for \( i = 0 \) to \( E \) epochs do
4: for \( t = 0 \) to \( \frac{N}{n} \) iterations do
5: \( D \leftarrow \text{Mini-batch with } n \text{ elements from } S \);
6: // Forward stage;
7: \( f \leftarrow L_D(w^{(t)}) // \text{Compute loss} \);
8: \( g \leftarrow \Delta L_D(w^{(t)}) // \text{Compute gradient} \);
9: // Backward stage;
10: \( \Delta w \leftarrow -g // \text{Update rule} \);
11: \( w^{(t+1)} \leftarrow w^{(t)} + \Delta w // \text{Model update} \);
12: end for
13: end for

GPU supports hundreds of thousands of threads, sharing the same instruction stream. These threads are organized into thread blocks and at the hardware level each thread block only exists in one SM. Every consecutive 32 threads in a block are organized into thread warps that execute the same instruction at a time. Global memory is the largest memory in a GPU (e.g., 11 GB for GTX 1080ti) and addressable for all threads. Compared with global memory, shared memory has much shorter latency and higher throughput. As the special programmable on-chip memory, the shared memory is only addressable for threads in a thread block [20]. In addition, the shared memory is quite small, only up to 96 KB per SM for NVIDIA Pascal GPU.

3 Motivation of Flow-Based Training Strategy

In this section, we introduce the flow-based training strategy, which can benefit from the memory hierarchy of GPU. First, we describe the classic training strategy of wide models on GPU, called the stage-based strategy. Then we introduce the data access locality for wide models, followed by the elaboration of the flow-based strategy.

3.1 Stage-Based Strategy

Existing popular ML systems, e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch and MXNet, adopt stage-based strategy during wide model training on GPU, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. The strategy calculates prediction errors in the forward stage and uses gradients to update the model in the backward stage. Such stage-based model has the following two problems, leading to low memory performance.

**Model Access.** Although sparse matrix layouts like Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) store all non-zero elements of a row sequentially in memory allowing fast row major traversal of data matrix, the nonzero columns in adjacency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Loss Function</th>
<th>Gradient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>( \log(1 + e^{-ywx}) )</td>
<td>( yx, \text{if } 1 - ywx &gt; 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSVM</td>
<td>( \max(0, 1 - ywx) )</td>
<td>( \frac{wx}{1 + ywx} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSR</td>
<td>( (y - wx)^2 )</td>
<td>( 2(wx - y) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1**

Wide Model Examples: LR, LSVM and LSR
Such temporal locality (are inputs and are model parameters, \( v + w \)) implies during the forward-backward stages implies \( P \) are \( v + w \) and are the \( v + w \). Accum 1 and Accum 2 are the \( v + w \) and \( y \) are the model parameters, \( wx \) \( y \) \( v \). Accum 2 can be scattered anywhere in the matrix and reading their values can result in highly random accesses to the model vector. Similarly, the backward direction process suffers from the similar random write accesses to the model vector.

**Intermediate Data Generation.** The system has to write intermediate data (such as the partial sums, predictions, loss and partial gradients) during the forward stage and read them back again in the backward stage, which increases the number of reads and writes on the global memory.

As introduced in Section 2.3, shared memory in GPU has much lower latency and higher memory bandwidth than global memory. As wide models are bound by memory access speed, it is highly required but remain challenging to leverage GPU memory hierarchy, given high-dimensional model parameter/itermediate data and limited shared memory. For example, LR on the criteo data set with 1 million features needs 3.8 MB to store the feature weights, but the shared memory only has a limited size (up to 96 KB). Therefore, the stage-based strategy can hardly benefit from the advantages of shared memory.

### 3.2 Spatial-Temporal Locality of Wide Models

By carefully examining the memory access characteristics of the wide models, we find that these models exhibit spatial-temporal locality in memory access patterns, providing optimization opportunities of leveraging GPU memory hierarchy.

**Spatial Locality.** For the wide model, the feature frequency indicates the importance of each feature, which is proportional to the memory access frequency of this feature during the training. More concretely, in many large-scale machine learning problems, it is very common that different features are not uniformly updated during the training [14], [21], [22]. Most features only show up in few samples, and the top features are nonzero for almost all samples. During backward stage. Fig. 2 shows the feature distributions of three real data sets. The results imply the feature almost follows a power law distribution, where the feature frequency is computed as

\[
f_i = \frac{\# \text{samples with nonzero feature } i}{\# \text{all samples}}.
\]

This feature skewness implies the spatial locality in accessing model parameters and opportunities for gains by caching importance features in GPU shared memory.

**Temporal Locality.** Through analysis, we observe that gradients and predictions of wide models can be formulated as functions on certain intermediate scalars, denoted by Accum, which can be aggregated from input features and model parameters. We first take the LR model as an example

\[
y = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-wx}} = eval_{lr}(wx)
\]

\[
g_w = \frac{-yx}{e^{wx} + 1} = grad_{lr}(wx, x, y),
\]

where \( w \) are the model parameters, \( x, y \) are the inputs and \( wx \) are the Accum. For the FM model, the feature aggregation is

\[
y = wx + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{k} (v_i x_i)^2 - \sum_{j=1}^{m} v_{ij}^2 x_j^2 = eval_{fm}(wx, v, x, \sum_{j=1}^{m} v_{ij}^2 x_j^2),
\]

\[
g_{v, ij} = x_i v, x_i - v_{ij}^2 x_j = grad_{fm}(wx, v, x, \sum_{j=1}^{m} v_{ij}^2 x_j^2).
\]

where \( w \) and \( v \) are model parameters, \( x, y \) are inputs and \( wx, v, x, \sum_{j=1}^{m} v_{ij}^2 x_j^2 \) are Accum data. Such temporal locality of Accum data during the forward-backward stages implies that we can reduce the global memory access for writing/reading intermediate data by caching aggregated feature in shared memory.

### 3.3 Flow-Based Strategy

Based on the observation of data locality pattern, we design a new training strategy, called flow-based strategy, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. In this strategy, we perform a two-dimensional (2D) partition over the mini-batch, into chunks over the sample dimension and segments over the feature (i.e., model) dimension, respectively. The size of partition is selected in such a way that the range of samples or features contained in it can be accommodated in cache. Then each chunk is processed one-by-one and the Accum, rather than gradient, is temporally stored in the shared memory. In the backward phase, the update operation uses these Accum to calculate gradients,
thus enjoying good temporal locality with accesses to the partial sums being served by cache. At the same time, the forward and backward phase read and update important parameters from a model segment cached on shared memory, it enjoys good spatial locality as well. The flow-based strategy processes chunks in a streaming manner, and synchronize the updates to the model when all chunks in a mini-batch have been processed. In this way, the scheme exploits spatial-temporal locality and GPU memory hierarchy to optimize memory accesses of wide model.

4 cuWide Design

Based on the flow-based strategy, we propose cuWide which factors the execution of wide model training into three phases: aggregate the feature, compute the loss and apply the gradient. We formulate the sparse data of wide models by a bigraph representation and design an Aggregate, Loss and Apply processing model on top of the graph. We then design a bigraph-based execution engine with effective caching scheme to optimize the GPU memory access.

4.1 Programming Abstraction

Leveraging the locality access pattern in wide model is non-trivial on GPU with SIMT architecture, which requires carefully partitioning and scheduling data (and model) onto the memory hierarchy in GPU. The general GPU machine learning frameworks completely loses such access pattern with the primitive of tensor abstractions. cuWide adopts a new graph-based programming model, which constructs the sample-feature (parameter) interaction during the training as a bi-graph. To do so, cuWide provides a vertex-centric programming model Aggregate-Loss-Apply, allowing to express the execution of various wide models over a bi-graph. With such programming model, cuWide could enable the flow-based training strategy through exploiting the fine-grained irregularity within the sparse input data matrix, e.g., performing 2D partitioning over the sample and feature dimensions.

We formulate wide models by a bigraph model, where sample vertices represent samples, parameter vertices represent different features and edges represent the relations between samples and features. For each iteration of mini-batch SGD, the number of sample vertices is the batch size, the number of parameter vertices is the feature dimension of data set and the edges between them represent the sparse input. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, the sample vertex $x_0$ has two adjacent parameter vertices $(f_0, f_1)$, which means that $x_0$ has two nonzero features $(f_0, f_1)$ in the dataset. Each parameter vertex stores the model parameters corresponding to the feature, and sample vertices store the Accum corresponding to the samples. We construct the bigraph for wide models during the data loading.

The standard graph model assumes a homogeneous set of vertices, cannot express bi-graphs that have different types of vertices playing distinct roles (e.g., feature vertices and parameter vertices). So for our bi-graph construction, we present a processing model with three interfaces to describe the computation procedure over the bigraph: Aggregate, Loss and Apply, ALA for short, as shown in Fig. 3. CuWide allows a user to customize the computation in the flow-based strategy on bigraph by the ALA interfaces.

Aggregate: In this stage, sample vertices aggregate adjacent parameter vertices and compute the intermediate Accum. Each sample vertex only accesses its own Accum during computation.

Loss: The Loss interface defines the model and also tracks the training progress. The inputs of the Loss interface are target values and Accum, and the output is the current loss of the model.

Apply: In this interface, parameter vertices fetch the Accum from adjacent sample vertices, finish the gradient computation and update the model.

Figs. 4 and 5 shows the LR and FM implementation using ALA programming model. For the FM model in cuWide, we not only calculate $wx$ (i.e., the dot product between the dense model parameters $w$ and the sparse feature vector $x$), but also $2k$ additional Accum including $v_x$ and $\sum_{j=1}^{m}v_{ij}^2, x_i^2$ where $i \in [1, k]$. The computation of these extra Accum are similar to that of $wx$ in cuWide. We assume the hidden dimension of FM $k$ is far more less than the feature dimension. Therefore, the main computation operation of FM is still a “multiplication” of a sparse matrix (a mini-batch of $x$) and dense vectors ($v_x$). If $k$ becomes larger, it turns into a multiplication of a sparse matrix and a dense matrix and requires further optimization. Based on the interface, the user can benefit from our system advantages by easily customizing the loss function to implement other wide models in C++ or Python.

Note that the bi-graph construction and partition is only executed once before the training, which is implemented by
building the chunk index on the input datasets. Its cost is mainly dominated by the time for performing a single pass over the data, which is significantly smaller than that required by training with repeated passing over the data (i.e., epochs). For example, we measured this pre-processing cost for training LR on criteo-s, which is only hundreds of milliseconds and is ignorable compared to training time.

4.2 Bigraph-Based Execution Engine
We present the bigraph-based execution engine as the system realization of the flow-based strategy. The duty of this engine is to execute the customized calculations defined by ALA on the bigraph abstraction.

To execute flow-based strategy, the sample nodes are partitioned into chunks so that their Accum can be cached in shared memory, as shown in Fig. 1a. In the view of graph, we create a subgraph by extracting the one-hop neighborhood of the sample vertices in the chunk. Fig. 6 shows a vertex-cut example of bigraph representation of LR. Chunk$_1$ contains ($x_0$, $x_1$), and the neighborhood of the sample vertices ($x_0$, $x_1$) is ($f_0$, $f_1$, $f_2$, $f_3$). And Chunk$_2$ contains ($x_2$, $x_3$), the corresponding subgraph contains sample vertices ($f_3$, $f_1$), where $f_3$ is mirrored from the one in the previous subgraph.

Fig. 7 illustrates the execution process of cuWide engine, where the sparse inputs are organized as mini-batches and transferred into GPU’s global memory. The execution engine reads a chunk from the mini-batch, generates a subgraph, and executes the training algorithm with the subgraph. cuWide adopts a fine-granular task-based execution model that treat SMs inside a GPU as standalone workers.

4.3 Locality-Aware Access Optimizations
As previously discussed, both the spatial locality of feature access pattern and temporal locality of feature aggregation data Accum providing optimization opportunities of leveraging GPU memory hierarchy. To leverage these opportunities, we propose a cache-efficient partition and scheduling scheme that removes the large amount of (random or extra) memory access from the global memory to the on-chip memory. As illustrated in Fig. 8, cuWide divides the shared memory into two parts, storing important model parameters for spatial locality and aggregation data Accum for temporal locality.

**Importance-Based Model Caching.** As we can see, model parameter (e.g., $w$ for LR) is a source of data appeared in different stages. Large amounts of random access on global memory are involved when updating model parameters, leading to low performance kernel. Therefore, caching the model parameter with shared memory will improve efficiency. However, it’s impossible to save the whole high dimensional model parameter into the limited shared memory. The basic idea of caching is to store the frequently accessed model data in high bandwidth memory. For the wide model, the feature frequency indicates the importance of each feature, which is proportional to the memory access frequency of this feature during the training.

Each chunk computation is processed by a worker following the ALA processing model. The training procedure is executed on top of a subgraph.

In the **Aggregate** stage, sample vertices are activated. The worker computes Accum for sample vertices with inputs and feature weights along edges from parameter vertices, and stores Accum into shared memory. In the view of GPU, threads of one GPU block process the subgraph, where each edge represents a thread. The thread executes computation instructions with data from its connected node.

In the **Loss** and **Apply** stage, feature nodes are activated, and they gather Accum from adjacent sample nodes and update the model. Similarly, in the view of GPU, each thread of a block uses the Accum in the shared memory and inputs in the global memory to calculate gradients and predictions, and updates the model parameters in the global memory. For each subgraph, the Apply phase could not start until all sample nodes finish the forward computing. When processing chunks one-by-one, the training procedure generates model updates in sequence as well. When model updates of all the chunks in a mini-batch are collected, the aggregated updates synchronized to the model.
Based on the skew feature distribution, we design an importance caching strategy to optimize training performance. Assume that the feature indexes are replaced in descending order of the frequency of features and are partitioned into segments. The size of segment and chunk are selected in such a way that the ranges of feature and sample vertices contained in them can be accommodated in cache, respectively. Then the model parameters, ordered by replaced feature indexes, is equivalent to the parameters ordered by feature importance. The important model parameters, which are ranked high, are cached in shared memory and written back to global memory at the end of each iteration.

To utilize the GPU memory hierarchy, the system processes a chunk at the granularity of segments with importance-based model cache. As illustrated in Fig. 8, in the Aggregate stage, the system reads a segment $j$ of the model, and updates the $\text{Accum}$ data in the shared memory. The system caches the feature node segment (i.e., model segment) in the shared memory if the access locality of this segment is relatively high. We measure the locality in terms of the average degree $E_j[d]$ of feature nodes in this segment. To enhance the locality, the feature node could be sorted by their degree. The whole segment would be loaded onto shared memory and each sample node reads model parameters (at this segment) from the cache if $E_j[d]$ is larger than a threshold $th$ ($th > 1$). Otherwise, the system directly reads feature nodes from the global memory. Note using cache needs coalesced shared memory access operations read from and write back to global memory, we choose the threshold $th = 2c/r$. Here, $c$ means cost of coalesced memory access and $r$ means cost of random memory access. The $\text{Loss}$ and $\text{Apply}$ stages is similar to the Aggregate stage, where the system loads the segment in the shared memory if $E_j[d] \geq th$, and perform partial gradient computation.

Cross-Stage Accumulation Caching. The classical training schema of wide models calculates gradients in the forward phase and uses gradients to update the model in the backward phase. Unlike the classical one, we introduce feature aggregation for the wide models, which formulates gradients and predictions of wide models as functions on certain intermediate scalars, denoted by $\text{Accums}$. $\text{Accums}$ can be aggregated from input features and model parameters. So we present the cross-stage accumulation caching which changes the intermediate storage from global memory to shared memory by using feature aggregation. As illustrated in Fig. 8, $\text{Accum}$ of sample vertices are stored in shared memory. In the Aggregate stage, for each segment, the system performs partial feature aggregation for this feature segment, and adds it on the $\text{Accum}$ in the shared memory, and continues to perform the next segment. After all the segments of a chunk has been processed, the system enters $\text{Loss}$ and $\text{Apply}$ stage. Then it reads just a specific segment of the model, and computes the loss and partial gradient for this model segment with the $\text{Accum}$ data in the shared memory. After this segment has been processed, the system adds the partial gradient accumulation back onto global memory and continues to perform the next model segment. As the computation of aggregation, loss and gradients updates are performed in shared memory, the cache of accumulation helps the system to avoid redundant global memory accesses to writing/reading intermediate data across stages.

Note that the processing a segment (i.e., a partial chunk of features) does not restrict the thread parallelism because the multiple partial chunks could be processed in parallel. The processing only limits the data access locations (i.e., shared memory and global memory) for a segment based on the spatial locality, without blocking data access.

5 System Implementation

To effectively utilize the GPU, we further propose two GPU-oriented optimizations for implementing cuWide, including columnar data representation to enhance caching efficiency, and multi-stream execution to overlap the data transfer with computation. The source code of cuWide has been made publicly available at [23]. Below, we will present each optimized implementation component, respectively.

5.1 Data Layout Optimization

In machine learning system, sample-oriented formats, e.g., coordinate list (COO) and compressed sparse row, are used to organize the large-scale sparse data. They store all non-zero elements of a row sequentially in memory allowing fast sample-oriented traversal of feature matrix. However, the neighbors of a node (nonzero columns in adjacency matrix) can be scattered anywhere in the whole graph. The sample-oriented format makes the training performance suffer from a lot of random memory access caused by using feature indexes to access the model parameter. A transaction executed by a warp with 32 threads loads a continuous memory block of size 128 KB. The coalesced memory access, which is an efficient memory access pattern, coalesces the loading and storing of the global memory issued by threads of a warp into as few transactions as possible to minimize DRAM bandwidth. To exploit the advantage of the coalesced memory access, we should align the memory access by using proper data organization.

To optimize data layout, we assume that the feature indexes are replaced in descending order of the frequency of features. We partition sample nodes into chunks, and organize the data of each chunk with feature-oriented (column-oriented) storage format, which sorts entries by feature index first and then by the sample index. The feature-oriented format is similar to the columnar representation that is commonly used in databases [24], [25] for the efficient computation of aggregate queries and other ML systems [26]. Then the model parameters, ordered by replaced feature indexes, is equivalent to the parameters ordered by feature importance. This ensures the locality (and thus the chance of cache) when the system divides them into segments.

Note a mini-batch could contain a large number of chunks. During the training process, cuWide only reshuffles the accessing order of different chunks to randomly form mini-batch at each epoch, with the training instances in each chunk remaining the same. This can avoid data shuffling overhead while ensuring the convergence rate.

5.2 Conflicts Resolution

The naive implementation of the aggregate on the sample vertices of the subgraph incurs many conflicts, because of the internal architecture of shared memory. Physically, shared memory of GPU is divided into equally sized memory
modules, called banks. For example, the shared memory in NVIDIA GPU has 32 banks and each bank is 4 bytes wide. Different banks can be accessed simultaneously, but each bank can only access one at a time. Therefore, bank conflicts happen if threads in a warp try to load/store data from/to the same bank. Then the access has to be serialized, which is even worse than global memory access. Another potential problem is the atomic conflict. When threads in a warp finish calculation of the forward stage, atomic operations cannot be avoided because of simultaneously memory access of the same entry in Accum vector. Atomic memory access involves lock step and may seriously affect performance.

We adopt a sample vertex replication policy to eliminate or reduce these conflicts. Suppose the Accum entries are consecutive and supported by hardware.

Assume the training data is divided into several mini-batches in main memory, and there is a replication of model parameters in global memory, which needs to be synchronized after each epoch. The whole workflow has three procedures: 1) Streaming copy batch data from host memory to bigraph buffer and label buffer in GPU global memory. 2) GPU kernel computation. 3) When the kernel is done, synchronize the model parameters with host memory. Then we propose the stream pipeline to overlap the computation and transmission.

We can set more streams for concurrency. However, the number of streams is three in our system, which is determined by dual copy engines of GPU architecture. The hardware has three queues: one computation engine queue and two copy engine queues (one for D2H and one for H2D). Therefore, 3-way stream pipeline can utilize GPU memory bandwidth and computation resources as many as possible. Fig. 10 shows the real profiling results of FM on criteo dataset, we can see the difference of stream pipeline clearly.

5.4 Kernel Optimization

Based on the ALA programming model, we present a brief kernel code sample in Fig. 11. We highlight several standard optimization techniques in the code snippet.

Persistent Threads. Persistent threads is a CUDA programming style which sets the work size just fits the physical SM capacity and each block pulls new work from a queue, rather than launching more thread blocks than the hardware could execute simultaneously. Using persistent threads we can treat SMs inside a GPU as standalone workers. Each chunk computation is processed by a worker following the ALA processing model.

Vectorized Memory Access. GPU’s assembly instructions LD.E and ST.E load and store 32 bits in 64 bit widths. Using vectorized loads, we reduce the total

5.3 Scaling With Stream Pipeline

The computation logic we discussed before is assumed that all training data can be fit into GPU global memory. However, when facing large-scale training data, a streaming copy technique is necessary because of limited CPU-GPU memory bandwidth (only about 16 GB/s (PCIe v3.0x16) or up to 80 GB/s (NVLink)). Fortunately, asynchronous data transfer in GPUs can be achieved by using the asynchronous GPU streams, which could hide memory access latency from GPUs to main memory and increase mini-batch size. The number of replicas is not only limited by the size of shared memory, but also achieves a balance between the cost from conflicts and the cost from aggregation. There are several consecutive replicas for entries of Accum. To avoid extra threads synchronization, we aggregate them by exploiting the registers with the warp shuffle instruction “SHFL”, which is efficient and supported by hardware.
number of instructions, reduces latency, and improve bandwidth utilization.

On-Chip Cache. NVIDIA GPUs have on-chip L1 cache for each SM and allow programmers to control the cache behavior of each memory instruction. While many GPU applications do not benefit from the cache due to cache contention, some memory instructions may benefit from the cache as the accessed data may be frequently reused in the near future (temporal reuse) or by other threads (spatial reuse). Using the intrinsic instruction _ldg [1] to enable cache-assisted read may help improve system performance.

6 Experiment

In this section, we evaluate both the convergence performance and the average epoch time of cuWide by comparing with the state-of-the-art machine learning systems. We select LR and FM from GLMs and factorization models to evaluate cuWide performance, as they are the most representative wide models and have been widely used in many real-world scenarios [1], [8]. We also conduct experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of caching mechanism. Finally, we evaluate cuWide on the datasets whose size are larger than the GPU memory.

6.1 Experimental Setup

All the experiments are conducted on a server who has 256 GB memory and dual 12-core CPUs with hyper-thread enabled. The experimental results are repeated for ten times and the average results are reported to overcome random errors and warm cache effects. We use NVIDIA GTX 1080ti as the GPU platform, and the detailed configurations of the GPU are shown in Table 3. All the execution time of GPU kernel is collected by nvprof [27].

Dataset. We use four high dimensional sparse data sets from real world [28]. Table 2 lists the statistics of these data sets. All of these data sets are collected from CTR prediction problems. We apply log loss function for both LR and FM in our experiments. According to the data size, we classify the criteo and kdd12 as large datasets, since their sizes are larger than 20 GB. In addition, we also create a small data set from criteo data set by random sampling, named criteo-s. We use partial dataset (i.e., criteo-s) for kernel evaluation whereas using the complete real datasets (i.e., criteo, kdd12) for incorporating host transfer overhead.

Baselines. In the experiments, we compare these following systems with our cuWide:

TensorFlow [12] is an open source machine learning framework which supports running computations on a variety of types of devices, including CPU and GPU. It translates the optimized computation graph into the intermediate representation according to the predefined operators with advanced optimization, and then the graph is compiled to executable code for the target device. We implemented the mini-batch SGD algorithms with sparse tensor in TensorFlow for LR training using both graph execution (latest 1.15 version) and eager execution (latest 2.1 version). TensorFlow’s eager execution is an imperative programming environment that evaluates operations immediately, without building graph.

cuWide-stage. To clearly show the superiority of flow-based strategy cuWide (cuWide-flow), we also provide a C++ implementation (cuWide-stage) with CUDA 10.1 based on the stage-based strategy in Fig. 1a. It calculates gradients in the forward stage and uses gradients to update the model in the backward stage. Gradients are stored in global memory after the forward stage and are reloaded for the backward stage.

DIMMWitted [11] is one of the state-of-the-art multi-core ML tools on NUMA machines. Ce et.al studied the tradeoff in access methods, model replication, and data replication.

LibFM [16] is a widely used library for factorization machines that features stochastic gradient descent and alternating least squares optimization.

Training Details. In our experiments, LR is optimized by mini-batch SGD with different batch sizes [512, 1024]. Much larger batch size evaluation is discussed in Section 6.3. The learning rate of LR is 0.5, which is determined by the grid search among the hyper-parameter space [0.005, 0.05, . . . , 500] for the best convergence. We split the data set into the train set (90 percent) and the validation set (10 percent). All the systems start training from the same point (0, 0.69) and we just exclude the beginning of the convergence curves and set the log x-scale for better demonstration [29]. All the systems are convergent with the same early stop [30] criteria (10 epochs) to avoid overfit models, i.e., the training is terminated when the current iteration validation loss is larger than the average loss of the latest 10 epochs. The evaluation time on validation set is not included.

Except TensorFlow, all the systems including cuWide, cuWide-stage, TensorFlow Eager and PyTorch load the train set into the global memory of GPU before the training procedure. TensorFlow, using the graph execution [12], transfers the mini-batch data from devices to the host in each iteration. Although it supports to store the data into constant tensor, which is stored inline in the graph data structure and may be replicated a few times, this method uses more memory and exceeds the limit of 2 GB for serializing individual tensors in TensorFlow.1

1. Another choice is to initialize a variable with the data set and split it into mini batches. However, the slice operation leads to a dramatically performance drop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>#Samples</th>
<th>#Features</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>criteo-s</td>
<td>5,134,149</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>4e-5</td>
<td>3 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kdd12</td>
<td>19,264,097</td>
<td>29,890,095</td>
<td>1e-6</td>
<td>4.8 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>url</td>
<td>2,396,130</td>
<td>3,231,961</td>
<td>4e-5</td>
<td>2.1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kddb</td>
<td>149,639,105</td>
<td>54,686,452</td>
<td>2e-7</td>
<td>21 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>criteo</td>
<td>45,840,617</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>4e-5</td>
<td>25 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration of the Evaluated Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2 GPU Performance Comparisons

Fig. 12 shows the end-to-end convergence performance of LR among the state-of-the-art GPU-based approaches on the criteo-s dataset with batch size of 1,024. Although cuWide only reshuffles the accessing order of different chunks to randomly form mini-batch at each epoch, it exhibited ignorable impact on final convergent validation loss values (e.g., no more than 0.003 difference with those of other systems). We also see that the convergence speed of cuWide-flow is the fastest for all cases, more than one or two orders of magnitude speedup compared to cuWide-stage and TensorFlow, respectively.

The figure shows that cuWide-stage converges at least 10× faster than TensorFlow. To figure out the reason of the performance gap among these staged-based systems, we show the average epoch time of these systems in Table 4. For TensorFlow, we find that the GPU time only takes up 10 percent of the total time. There exists large amount of GPU idle time during the whole procedure. The idle time comes from the extra GPU kernel function calls (i.e., the framework overhead). Specifically, TensorFlow translates the optimized computation graph into the intermediate representation according to predefined basic operators (e.g., Sum, Add, Mul, Neg) and then generates executable code for GPU, thus bringing a large amount of GPU kernel function calls. For TensorFlow Eager, the problem of idle GPU is much more serious. The reason may come from the static design of TensorFlow which enables more graph operators scheduling optimization than TensorFlow Eager.

For a fair comparison, we evaluate the GPU kernel time for these systems (i.e., excluding the framework overhead). As shown in Table 4, TensorFlow needs hundreds of milliseconds for memory copy between the device and host. While TensorFlow Eager can utilize the GPU computation capacity better because of GPU resident input data. We find that cuWide-flow still at least one order of magnitude faster than other stage-based baselines because of exploiting access locality.

To figure out the speed-up between cuWide and our baselines, we further show the execution time and memory bandwidth of specific GPU kernels of these systems in Fig. 13. Although TensorFlow involves many small model-free GPU kernel calls (such as computation and data management, device query [31], [32] for more general machine learning applications, the majority of cost is still come from a few large model-related kernels (e.g., multiplication, compute gradient and ApplyGradient Descent). So only removing many separate small kernels used in the framework cannot achieve high performance improvement. cuWide-stage further demonstrates this by manually removing the unnecessary operations in TensorFlow, with only three GPU kernels including multiplication, gradient computation, and apply gradients.

With the proposed caching mechanism, cuWide-flow fuses Aggregate-Loss-Apply functions into a single GPU kernel. Note that the execution time depends on both the memory bandwidth and the total amount of global memory access. cuWide significantly outperforms other baselines through removing a large amount of (random or extra) global memory accesses with locality-aware optimizations. As shown in the Fig. 13, the importance-based model caching enables cuWide-flow to achieve more than 10× larger memory bandwidth than the baselines that adopt SparseTensorDenseMatMul operator for the forward and gradient computations (e.g., kernels 0, 1 in cuWide-stage and kernels 16, 18 in TensorFlow). Also, the cross-stage accumulation caching allows cuWide-flow to avoid generating intermediate gradient data in global memory and to update the model directly, which removes the ApplyGradient Descent operation of baselines (e.g., kernel 2 in cuWide-stage and kernel 19 in TensorFlow).

6.3 Impact of Batch Size

We further analyze the batch size impact on the convergence performance in this subsection. Fig. 12 shows that large batch size can reduce the gap between cuWide and stage-based solutions. Then we conduct an experiment on
larger batch sizes (up to 16k) and make a comparison for cuWide (cuWide-flow) and cuWide-stage.

As shown in Fig. 14, cuWide always outperforms cuWide-stage. When increasing the batch size, the per-epoch GPU kernel time of cuWide-stage decreases due to the higher utilization ratio of GPU resources in the beginning. It has also been observed in other related works [17], [33] that, as the matrix dimensions are modified, the performance may not strictly monotonic. So the GPU kernel time of cuWide-stage has an increase in the figure. By contrast, per-epoch GPU kernel time of cuWide tends to be stable due to fixed chunk computation under various batch size.

The experimental results also show that large batch size cannot infinitely speed up for stage-based strategy. By contrast, we find that cuWide achieves stable performance as the batch size grows, because it performs at the fine granularity of chunks. The experiment shows that the speed up of cuWide still exists for larger batch sizes due to high shared memory utilization.

In practice, wide models are often memory bounded. Therefore, we prefer to update the model more frequently within the limited data throughput, thus selecting smaller batch sizes. The state-of-the-art CPU-based systems which will be compared in the next subsection apply SGD (batch size = 1) for better speed-up [11]. And as suggested in [34], the batch size is typically chosen between 1 and a few hundreds. Smaller batch sizes lead to faster convergence, but stage-based strategy cannot fully utilize the hardware capacity with these batch sizes.

### 6.4 Performance Comparison With CPU-Based Approaches

We compare cuWide with the state-of-the-art CPU-based solution DIMM-Witted, which uses data replication and model replication for efficiency. The experiments are conducted on criteo-s, kddb and url data sets, as shown in Table 2. We keep the hardware platform and hyperparameter settings the same with cuWide in Section 6.2. DIMM-Witted only supports SGD on LR models, rather than minibatch SGD. Fig. 15 shows the comparison results between the two CPU-based systems and cuWide (batch size=1024). It is clear that cuWide achieves 18\sim 50\times speedup of the average epoch time on different data sets.

The convergence performance comparison also demonstrates that highly optimized CPU program can outperform state-of-the-art GPU-based solutions (e.g., TensorFlow). The reason is that wide model training is memory bounded and existing systems only focus on the computation capacity of GPU ignoring the high memory bandwidth of GPU (340 GB/s GPU and 76.8 GB/s CPU, as shown in Table 3). We propose the flow-based strategy to reduce the global memory access bottleneck by involving shared memory of GPU, thus improving the usage of memory bandwidth of GPU. Therefore, cuWide can outperform the state-of-the-art CPU-based solutions in our experiments.

### 6.5 The Effectiveness of Spatial-Temporal Caching

cuWide outperforms other systems by a significant margin due to the flow-based strategy, which harnesses the spatial-temporal locality of wide models to leverage the memory hierarchy of GPU. In order to demonstrate to what extent each caching mechanism contributes, we analyze the speed up of the optimization in different stages of cuWide by kernel profiling metrics. Fig. 16 shows a breakdown comparison of LR on criteo-s, kddb and url datasets. It is clear to see that the importance-based model caching and cross-stage accumulation caching both improves the performance. Taking kddb as an example, with the accumulation caching, cuWide achieves $4.9 \times$ speedup than TensorFlow and $1.9 \times$ than stage-based training baseline. When further applying model caching, cuWide further bring $7.4 \times$ speedup the baselines.

We find that the different speed-ups may have relevance with feature density or dataset size. Typically, larger dataset size and lower density (i.e., kddb) leads to a more random access and thus significant speed-up over TensorFlow. Moreover, the performance of cuWide is also affected by the feature distribution. As shown in Fig. 3, criteo-s has a more skew distribution, which leads to better locality and thus a larger speed-up over cuWide-stage than the other two datasets.

### 6.6 The Performance on Large Dataset

To efficiently handle large data set that cannot fit into GPU’s global memory, we scale up cuWide with multi-stream technique. We conduct the experiments with FM model using different factor latent dimensions ($k=3$ and $k=10$) on three data sets (i.e., criteo-s, criteo, and kddb12) which are larger than the 11 GB GPU global memory. We implement cuWide with stream pipeline enabled and disabled, and compare the performance with LibFM and TensorFlow. Table 5 lists the results. The results show that cuWide could scale to large datasets well, and achieve $1.7 \sim 5.2 \times$ speedup with stream pipeline than LibFM [16]. Our evaluations on real world data sets have demonstrated that cuWide outperforms CPU-based solutions by applying the stream pipeline even though that the whole dataset cannot fit into the GPU global memory.
Due to the complexity of FM (e.g., multiple accumulation in (5) and (6)), the TensorFlow is still bounded by the large amount of random global memory access of GPU, instead of host-GPU data transfer. So cuWide is able to outperform TensorFlow by significantly removing the random global memory access with the proposed caching mechanism. For models with less arithmetic intensity, such as LR, host-GPU data transfer might be performance bottleneck given the limited PCIe bandwidth. However, cuWide still provides high performance potential for the emerging NVLink GPU systems that provide much higher bandwidth than PCIe.

For more scale training, cuWide is easily to be generalized to such distributed environments by applying data parallel with a model synchronization mechanism (e.g., host memory, parameter server [35], [36], [37] or All-Reduce [38]) due to the scalability of the mini-batch SGD algorithm. We can also embed cuWide into TensorFlow as a special operator and utilize the parameter server in TensorFlow for communication. In such cases, the synchronization communication cost becomes the system bottleneck and many distributed training algorithms [39], [40], [41], [42] have been studied. We leave these as our future works.

6.7 Performance on Advanced GPU
We further evaluate the proposed ideas using more advanced GPUs such as NVIDIA V100 (80 SM, 32 GB, up to 14 TFLOPS and 900 GB/s) that has 10× bigger shared memory and 3× greater effective device memory bandwidth than 1080ti. In such a case, per-kernel execution overhead can become a bigger performance limiter.

Table 6 shows the performance of cuWide-flow is much higher than other baselines on V100. By comparing Tables 6 and 4, we see that speed-ups of cuWide-flow on V100 (see Table 6) becomes significantly larger than that on GTX 1080ti. For example, increasing from 22× on GTX 1080ti to 34× on V100 compared to TensorFlow. This result shows our idea scales with GPU design and resources.
Several approaches have analyzed thread conflicts on GPUs and achieved a good performance. The work [59] has measured the influence of atomic operations conflicts in both global memory and shared memory of GPU and concluded a linear penalty in conflicts. Garaph [60] further proposed a customized replication method to resolve threads conflicts in processing large-scale graph data. cuWide employs a sample-specific replication policy integrated into the flow-based strategy to optimize the forward stage of wide models.

8 Conclusion

Wide models have been deployed in many real-world applications. One important problem of the models is to design efficient training solutions. In this paper, we proposed a new GPU-training framework for large-scale wide models, called cuWide. To accelerate the training by fully exploiting the memory hierarchy in GPU, cuWide applies a novel flow-based training strategy. We first introduced the ALA programming model for flexibly developing customized wide models while benefiting from our locality-aware optimization techniques in a unified manner. We then proposed caching optimizations for executing flow-based training, exploiting the spatial and temporal locality of data to optimize the memory access of wide model. Through the extensive experiments, it clearly demonstrates that cuWide outperforms other state-of-the-art systems for training large-scale wide models.
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